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We are grateful to the Commisariaat for International Cultural 
Collaborationship (Belgium) and Mrs. Diane Verstraeten for 
making Chris Dercon's visit to the United States for the symposi-
um held in conjunction with Resolution ... possible. 

The video distribution organization Electronic Arts Intermix in 
New York City has been especially helpful in the organization of 
this project, acting as liason between the many artists they repre-
sent and LACE. Their assistance has been invaluable and we 
thank the staff, and in particular, Robert Beck. The Video Data 
Bank in Chicago also assisted in this way and we thank them as 
well. 

A number of companies graciously contributed the services 
necessary to transform a book originally budgeted for black and 
white into a state-of-the-art color representation of video. They 
are: Dun Instruments, Inc., of San Francisco, who computerized 
camera system provided remarkable reproduction directly from 
the videotapes; thanks to Dave Haddock, Joao Leite and Willie 
Villarente. VCA Teletronics in New York helped with this 
process; thank you to Brad Lewis. Color Service, Inc., of Monte-
rey Park, provided the laser-scanned color separations for the 
book and cover; thank you to Pat Seholzer. Bay Printing Com-
pany in Los Angeles underwrote a portion of the printing costs; 
an ongoing thank you to our friends Ann and Rod Ochoa. Most 
importantly, we are indebted to the artists whose videotapes are 
represented here; their work was the project's catalyst and their 
cooperation in lending it for the compilation reel and the 
catalogue has made Resolution ... possible. 

Joy Silverman 
Director 
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3 ... 
introduction 

Images have their own mysteries and pleasures; artists examine 
these, animating them. The beauty of video leads joyously to a 
new visual language and, simultaneously, back to the untranslat-
able. Video not only fulfills desire and uncovers the naked heart, 
but announces the future. Video is, at its highest point, a question 
of imagemaking and all that denotes (the window on the world, 
the shattering of reality, the creation of reality with form ... ); It is 
a question of enchantment - of the eroticism of images and the 
eroticism of logics. 

But one cannot leave other discourse at the door. It also has im-
portance, the most apparent being that video is constructed with 
the same tools as television, which is no less than popular culture 
itself. Video made by artists can overleap this, but only in discrete 
measures of time. Or else it can exist as a voice, to rupture the au-
dience/television relationship: either a transgressive experience or 
a critical tool. Some work manages to do both these things (these 
are cogs in the televisual machinery); what frightens, moves and 
sustains us is given a presence and we bend forward to recognize 
it. 

Without a resonant critical language, an imagemaking form is lit-
tle more than blind gestures signalling one another. It's simplistic 
to merely construct an imaginary scale of TVness and place im-
agemakers along it. But, to measure, as opposed to analyze, yet 
an intriguing notion. Foucault rejects analysis of dreams in favor 
of their measurement by spacial dimensions, atmospheric 
pressures and by their infusion of light, within the frame of im-
agined experience. The three axes he suggests pertain both to 
form and text: horizontal axis (near to far, either travelling in-
ward of projecting outward); chiaroscuro (tonalities of light and 
dark; lyricism); vertical access (ascention and fall). This quote 
from his essay Theatrum Philosophicum speaks (abstractly) to 
both video art and its criticism: 
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And eventually getting no place. Since any excursion within the grid ha s  as its 
destination a point identical to its point of departure. Which subsequently leaves 
only one place to go, one direction to take. Which is always a return, both an em-
barkment and a coming back at the same time, a simultaneous advance and 
retreat. A move, without aim or bearing, through an inescapable maze that is the 
grid's graphic implication. Like a house of mirrors in which each path appears 
both doubled and negated. Which is the same path taken by the story that roves 
through Tony Oursler's video tape Grand Mal, 1981. In which is told the tale of a 
boy and a girl who go in search of what they feel is missing from their lives. An 
absence they are unable to name, but which they imagine resembles a misplaced 
puzzle piece. Their story, likewise, is recounted in pieces, stitched from fragments 
and vignettes, told in short parables and abridged allegories. But never do these 
pieces add up to a sum, follow in a coherent sequence, nor do they carry the sense 
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